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Working on our Psychology using the
Teachings of the Ascended Masters: Part 2

Call for God Truth
In the name I AM THAT I AM, El Morya, Pallas Athena, and Lakshmi, I call to the
Truth of my Christ Self and my Christhood to look straightforwardly into the very cause
and core of error, the liar and the lie within my own being. I call for the exorcism of it; I
command that it depart by the power of Lakshmi; I demand to be separated out from that
error and the erroneous one.
By the flame of El Morya and Pallas Athena; the will of God and Divine Truth, I call
to be God taught the science of precipitation, of bringing rapidly into form that form which
I have been called upon to provide by El Morya, Saint Germain and the Darjeeling Council,
that can be the vessel of Truth that is necessary for my Christhood to manifest.
Therefore, I call for the dissolution of all indulgences in the lesser self; its fears; it
pride; its concerns about what other people think, and its concerns about what it thinks of
me.
I call for the exposure by the Light of Truth and the consuming of that consciousness
that demands that it be a law unto itself, deciding what in myself is acceptable or not, as
determined by my carnal mind and human consciousness.
I call for the Truth of my being, the Christic Truth and the Truth about my human
consciousness to be now exposed. The former for precipitation and manifestation; the
latter for exposure and transmutation and displacement by my Christ consciousness; that
the Truth of my being can become a focus of the Great Central Sun Magnet.
Therefore, I call for God Courage to deal with the on-and-off war going on within me
as I argue against the Truth and for the defense of the personality and the self.
And so, I call to you, Pallas Athena, for the living flame of Truth, that I can discover
how quickly I can be rid of this “not-self” that does pretend to be myself and has for too
long been the mask that I have worn before myself and my fellows.
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